The Blu-Baby 24
A simple mini-trainer
Created by Tony65x55
4-40 airfoil - 10-24 gram brushless motor
132 square in wing area
These plans are NOT for COMMERCIAL use

Half cut and bend along this line

Monobloc - 1" pink or blue foam
1/8" holes for skewers

Aft bottom deck (1/8" depron or meat tray foam)

ESC Hatch

Tail
Skid
1/16" ply

Stabilizer (1/8" depron or meat tray foam)

Elevator (1/8" depron or meat tray foam)

Rudder Fin

Fuselage Sides

Wing x 2
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Aft top deck (1/8" depron or meat tray foam)

Remove this block for longer motors

1/8" holes for skewers
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